
Investigating Threads 
Introduction 

Objectives 
At the end of this lab you should be able to: 

• Write a source code that creates threads 

• Use the simulator to compile and run the code 

• Display the list of processes/threads and the tree of processes showing 
the parent/child process relationship 

• Modify the source code to create a version not using threads to be able 
to compare the two versions 

Tutorial Exercises 

In this tutorial, you’ll investigate the threads (or light-weight processes). To do this 
you need to use the OS simulator. 
Start the simulator. In the compiler window enter the following source code 

program ThreadTest 

    sub thread1 
        writeln("In thread1") 
        while true 
        wend 
    end sub 
 
    sub thread2 
        call thread1 as thread 

writeln("In thread2") 
 
        while true 
        wend 
    end sub 

 
    call thread2 as thread 

writeln("In main") 
     
    do 
    loop 
end 
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Can you explain what the above code is doing? 

Compile the above source. Load the generated code in memory. 

Make the console window visible by clicking on the INPUT/OUTPUT… button. Also 
make sure the console window stays on top by checking the Stay on top check box. 

Now, go to the OS simulator window and create a single process of the program in 
the program list view. For this use the CREATE NEW PROCESS button. 

Make sure the scheduling policy selected is Round Robin and that the simulation 
speed is set at maximum. 

Hit the START button and at the same time observe the displays on the console 
window. Can you explain what is happening? Is this what you expect to see? 

Now, back at OS simulator window, what do you observe? How many 
processes/threads do you see? Can you distinguish threads from processes? 

Let’s have a look at the processes/threads closer by listing them. To do this click on 
the VIEW PROCESS LIST… button. What do you see? Can you tell threads from 
processes? What does the PPID field signify? This window is the equivalent of 
Windows Task manager window. 

In the Process List window hit the PROCESS TREE… button. What do you see? 
Observe the parent/child relationships. There is no equivalent of this in Windows! 

The process list and the process tree windows allow you to set the automatic 
refreshing function. This enables the information on the windows to be periodically 
refreshed. Try it out. 

You can experiment further by modifying the above source code to create different 
levels of parent/child relationships but before doing that have a go at the following 
experiment. 

Let’s do one final experiment. Modify the original source code (as shown above) by 
removing the two instances of “as thread” from the two call statements. Compile the 
code and load in memory. Create a process and run in the OS simulator. Observe 
the displays in the console window. How does this differ from the previous displays? 
Explain. 

Many modern programming languages have statements which enable the 
programmers to create threads. Java is one (nice thread library), C is another (not as 
easy as in Java!). 

We’ll re-visit the threads in a future tutorial when we investigate process 
synchronization and the critical regions. For now, this is it… 


